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Innovative Technology Partnership Gives Independent Lawn & Garden Retailers
Capabilities to Rival Big-Box Goliaths
[BARRIE, ON. 12.20.2021] - OrderEase, a cloud-based wholesale order management technology, and ALICE POS, a
cloud-based retail point-of-sale solution, announce a strategic partnership to provide independent retailers in the Lawn
and Garden (LG) industry the opportunity to not only modernize their POS system, but to digitally connect their supply
chain via the integration of order data between ALICE POS and OrderEase. The partnership between OrderEase and
ALICE POS provides independent retailers with the ability to manage the entire B2B order management workflow - from
purchase order to invoice.
The impact of this integration is transformational for independent retailers:
1. POS integrated catalog brings new products to market faster. Retailers save time and money avoiding
manual data entry. Vendor pricing is updated more quickly. Faster adoption and more choice of new products
keeps customers engaged.
2. Automated procurement improves order delivery speed. Automated order workflow through a streamlined
supply chain means faster order turnaround and a better customer experience. Retailers can also place vendor
orders directly through the POS.
3. Endless aisle customer buying experience. Retailers can cost-effectively offer an endless aisle to their in-store
customer - a combined physical and virtual shopping experience that includes ordering products not on shelf to be
quickly delivered to the store or home - all from a single integrated business platform.
“Larger corporate retailers have heavily invested in best-in-class supply chain technologies. They have been able to
quickly respond to sudden changes, and be responsive to changing customer expectations. Independent retailers can
now take action to level the playing field to address how, when and where customers choose to receive products and
services,” says Warren Patterson, CEO of OrderEase.
B2B Order Management Workflow

“We are very excited about this partnership. Order Ease and Alice POS technologies allow retailers to focus more on their
clients and less on logistics,” adds Charles Beaupre, CEO of ALICE POS. “Independent retailers finally have the ability to
become truly more efficient and thus more competitive - while improving the selling experience to their customers.”
-more-

The vision pitched to retailers for these cloud-based technologies is two-fold: implement or upgrade to a modern
Point-Of-Sale (POS) system; then use it as an integration point to be the hub of digital product data with the flexibility to
communicate with both supplier and retailer technology. Digitizing the fundamental connections across key players in the
supply chain creates a modern business model: an end-to-end digitally enabled supply chain network.

End-to-end digitally enabled supply chain network

Until now, independent retailer POS systems didn’t have the ability to pull in supplier data - everything was manually
keyed in. “OrderEase connects disparate systems and, acting as a hub, connects vendor data, allowing retailers to access
and pull supplier product information into their POS and eCommerce systems, as well as digitally place orders into their
supplier systems straight from their POS,” Patterson describes.
“This eliminates information latency, and aggregating data from all systems can help deliver the best customer experience
possible. It makes costing, product information updates, and adding new products fast and accurate. Moreover,
independent retailers can now offer endless aisle capabilities with accurate product information, pricing and inventory
direct from the supplier,” says Patterson.
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The POS integration point has become even more super-charged with ALICE POS featuring specifically tailored features
to the LG retailer. “ALICE POS allows us to quickly access our inventory catalog, manage pre-orders and easily create
invoices,” says Frédéric Lavoie, of retailer Jardin Eden.
From computerized inventory management to the ability to suggest minimum inventory quantities, ALICE POS launches
LG retailers into the modern era. Now pricing can be managed uniformly across several stores, with the flexibility to add
unique items and pricing within a single store.
ALICE POS is further tailored to the LG retailer with features such as labelling that can be formatted to handle complex
and Latin names, but also adapted to fit product and serialized for faster product search. Rental services support is
another ALICE POS feature, tracking tool availability, rental dates and item condition. Mobile device compatibility means
additional tablets used by staff can help reduce check-out line-ups, go paperless by emailing customer receipts and even
take orders outside of the garden center.
For overall flexibility, ALICE POS customers only pay when the system is in use and the data is saved until restart perfect for those businesses that temporarily close during slow periods. From detailed customer files that customize the
buyer experience, to running promotions, inter-store inventory transfer to shorten customer wait times, ALICE POS helps
future-proof the LG retailer whether they be independent garden centers or in multi-stores, such as franchises, corporate
networks and buying groups.
The partnership timing is timely as the pandemic exposes weaknesses in the responsiveness of supply chain
management. “It is a tumultuous time. Product availability due to supply chain issues and pricing volatility has made it
difficult for retailers to not only manage and maintain their POS systems, but to manage and deliver on even higher
customer expectations. This partnership will allow independent retailers with access to real-time pricing and inventory
straight into their POS and eCommerce systems,” states Beaupre.
Adds Patterson, “With ALICE POS and OrderEase, the lawn and garden industry will become one step closer to a fully
integrated wholesale ecosystem.“
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To learn more about OrderEase and ALICE POS, or to request a product demo, visit www.orderease.com/oe-alice
or contact us at sales@orderease.com.

About OrderEase
OrderEase believes wholesale ordering can be easier—and so do more than 12,000 customers who use their solution.
The OrderEase cloud solution synchronizes retailers with wholesalers utilizing a centralized hub that connects supply
chain systems with online product catalogs for fast, accurate wholesale ordering. Uniquely positioned to capitalize on
streamlined wholesale ordering, OrderEase’s proven technology, growing customer base, and strategic business model
makes it an ideal solution for industries with complex pricing models and customer tiers.
OrderEase serves multiple industries, including lawn and garden, lumber and building materials, pet supplies, craft beer,
grocery, convenience, and home décor.
About ALICE POS
ALICE POS is a powerful cloud-based retail point-of-sale solution for networks such as franchises and buying groups.
This software allows stores and their Head Office to centralize branch data, including offline and online sales. ALICE POS
deeply modernizes retail with a solution open to external API integrations, and more specifically specializes in
eCommerce store networks with features such as used product management, rental, repair, trade-in, buy-back,
consignment selling and more! To find out more, contact our team.
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